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Abstract—Cloud infrastructure providers (CIPs) usually build
a large number of geo-distributed datacenters to cater to the
recent proliferation of Cloud Computing. The CIPs commonly
use multiple internet service providers (ISPs) to interconnect
their geo-distributed datacenters. Diurnal patterns and leftover
bandwidth were effectively exploited by past studies to improve
bandwidth utilization and minimize cost on inter-datacenter
traffic. However, the growing number of inter-domain traffic
was neglected. Inter-domain communications may become the
potential bottleneck of inter-datacenter bulk transfers. Moreover,
the rising inter-domain traffic increases the ISP operational cost,
which will be not beneficial to reduce the CIPs’ bandwidth
cost or improve the quality of services over a long run. In
this paper, we present a scheduling scheme that considers
both bandwidth utilization and ISPs friendliness via a store-
and-forward mechanism. The problem is modeled on a time-
expanded graph. We compared our scheme with general bulk
transfers mechanism under several different simulation settings.
The results demonstrate that our strategy reduces the inter-
domain traffic tremendously and achieves the ISP-friendliness
significantly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the fast proliferation of Cloud Computing

has incited Cloud infrastructure providers (CIPs) to build a

large number of datacenters distributed around the world.

Not only cloud providers such as Google, Mircosoft and

Amazon replicate user data across geographical regions, but

also content delivery providers, for instance, Akamai and

ChinaCache widely invest in distributed internet datacenters to

respone client’s request as soon as possible. Geo-diversifying

datacenters can improve end to end performance and increase

reliability in the event of site failures [1]. However, applica-

tions continue to become more data-intense, when applica-

tion is decomposed across geographical datacenters, this may

complicates data placement and transport [2]. For this reason,

inter-datacenter traffic has got much attention recently.

Inter-datacenter traffic contributes to a large portion of

datacenters’ export traffic. In [3], Chen et al. investigated inter-

datacenter traffic characteristics via five Yahoo! datacenters.

They found that D2D (Datacenter-Datacenter, differ from

transit Datacenter-Client) traffic, including backups, disaster

recovery replication, regional Vmotion and recent trends in big

data analysis, occupies near half of the inter-datacenter traffic.

In order to cope with the peak traffic demand, CIPs always

purchase over-subscribed bandwidth for applications’ require-

ment. But datacenters distribute across time zones and services

spread unevenly across geo-distributed datacenters, causing the

links between datacenters are used ineffectively. Since most

of the D2D jobs are time in-sensitive, recently, many research

proposed to use intermediate datacenters temporarily store data

and forward it in a later time. It is an effective mechanism to

improve the utilization of inter-datacenter overlay links [4] and

reduce the cost on inter-datacenter traffic [5] [6], however, the

increasing inter-domain traffic was neglected.

CIPs rely on multiple Internet service providers (ISPs)

to provide connectivity of geo-distributed datacenters. Since

many economic and business-policy factors affect an indi-

vidual ISP’s decision to peer or not to peer with another

ISP, the inter-domain transit capacity is usually limited and

ineffective, resulting in poor performance when data transits

across multiple ISP domains. According to our experiment,

the round trip time (RTT) of inter-domain links is 3-5 times

longer than intra-domain links.

Moreover, the growing inter-domain traffic increases the ISP

operational cost [7]–[9]. As the authors mentioned in their

P4P paper [8], inefficiency in inter-domain traffic may lead

to serious disruption to ISP economics. It is not beneficial

to reduce the CIPs’ bandwidth cost or improve the Quality

of Services over the long run. In [9], the authors insisted

that inter-domain traffic generated by CIPs should take the

ISP operational cost into consideration, that means, to be ISP

friendly.

We consider these issues and address the above challenges

in this paper. The goal is to design a bulk data transfer

strategy that reduces inter-domain traffic as much as possible.

In other words, to be ISP friendly. Our approach is named

D4D, which means a bulk Data ScheDuling scheme for D2D

jobs. Similar to recent studies, we also use time-slotted model

[10] to formulate the problem. while unlike to past studies,

when we decide which intermediate datacenter to be used,

we prefer to the datacenter which is using the same ISP with

sending datacenter. By preferentially using intra-domain links

, the inter-domain traffic can be significantly decreased.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section

II, we survey related works. In Section III, we describe the

system model. In Section IV, we formulate the problem with a
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(b) Time-expanded network

Fig. 1. An example of time expanded inter-datacenter network

general store-and-forward scheme, and then propose our D4D

mechanism. We evaluate our proposed schemes in Section V

and conclude in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

As there exists a large portion of delay tolerant jobs in inter-

datacenter communications, many past studies exploited store-

and-forward scheme via intermediate datacenters to improve

the bandwidth utlization and reduce cost on inter-datacenter

traffic.

The authors in [4] discovered that datacenters which were

located in different time zones have different leftover band-

width during same time intervals. They employed a network

of storage nodes to stitch together unutilized bandwidth. Based

on prediction on the availability of leftover bandwidth at

access and backbone links as well as storage constraints at

storage relay nodes, they used a store-and-forward algorithm

to schedule data transfers and adapt to resource fluctuations.

In [5], Feng et al. proposed a similar store-and-forward

mechanism. They considered that the inter-datacenter traffic

transit costs which are charged by different ISPs varies signif-

icantly across different overlay links. They designed a store-

and-forward mechanism to minimize costs on inter-datacenter

traffic.

The authors in [6] proposed a scheduling algorithm to

reduce the peak bandwidth consumed. Different from the

method mentioned above, they took both delay tolerant jobs

and real-time or critical data into consideration, where the

real-time applications use peak bandwidth preferentially. They

formulated the problem as a bin packing alike problem.

So far, none of the past studies concerned about the inter-

domain traffic. Though similar to [4] and [5], we use a time-

expanded graph to model our problem, our target is totally

different: To be ISP friendly.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this paper, our goal is to design an inter-datacenter bulk

data scheduling strategy which uses the under-utilizated inter-

datacenter bandwidth and reduces inter-domain traffic as much

as possible. Since the history of bandwidth utilization can

be captured at a fine-grained frequency via tools such as

Amazon CloudWatch, the leftover bandwidth can be predicted

using effective algorithms. We assume the residual bandwidth

between datacenters with vary time in a predictable fashion.

In our model, datacenters and the overlay links which

interconnect them construct an inter-datacenter network. This

network can be modeled as a time-expended graph G =
(N,E, T, uij(t), cij(t)), which is a complete directed graph,

where N is the set of datacenters, and E is the set of overlay

links inter-connecting datacenters. Though most of the bulk

data is time tolerant, these data still need to be transited in

a loose deadline, such as 10 hours, 2 days, etc. We set T
as the maximum expected transfer time to each bulk data.

uij(t) represents the residual bandwidth capacity of overlay

links, which is varying at different time instant. For example,

when data is transferred from datacenter 1 to datacenter 2 at

time instant t=3, the residual bandwidth between datacenter

1-2 is u12(3). To be ISP friendly, we use cij(t) to represent

preference or we say priority when we choose a relay link.

We prefer to choose intermediate links with low cij(t) value.

In practice, cij(t) can be set by the RTT value between

datacenter i and datacenter j at time instant t. Because intra-

domain links usually have lower RTT values than inter-domain

links. This function can be easily developed as health check

algorithms which have already been implemented in load

balancing software, and the RTT values keep stable in several

time intervals. Without loss of generality, we consider that

each datacenter interconnecting with each other uses single

ISP. Even a datacenter uses multiple ISPs, in the graph,

we can easily decompose the datacenter into several mirror

datacenters. Each mirror datacenter only uses single ISP links.

Our example is shown in Fig. 1, there are 4 datacenters

interconnecting with each other by overlay links. Fig. 1(a)

is a static inter-datacenter network which reflects that the

datacenters are inconnected with each other. We use nodes in

different padding to represent different ISPs the datacenter is

using. In this figure, we assume the source datacenter is 1, and

the destination datacenter is 4, which are using the same ISP.

The residual bandwidth uij(t) and the preference cij(t) are not

drawn in the graph because they are time-varying. To make

the problem tractable, as in [5], we assume that each bulk data

can be transited from the upstream datacenter to downstream

datacenter in several time intervals. Fig. 1(b) shows the cor-

responding time-expanded graph which is constructed from

Fig. 1(a) at time instant t=0, t=1, t=2, and t=3. This graph

also shows a simple example that a bulk data with volume

of 200 units needs 3 time intervals to be transferred from

datacenter 1 to datacenter 4. Each residual bandwidth uij(t)
is generated uniformly random with size of [0,100] units, and

the preference cij(t) of overlay links interconnect datacenters

which are using the same ISP are deliberately set lower values
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TABLE I
KEY NOTATIONS IN THE SYSTEM MODEL

Symbol Description
i ith dataceter in the network
eij overlay link between datacenter i and datacenter j
T maximum expected transfer time
t time instant when bulk data start to be transferred
fij(t) current flow on edeg eij at time instant t
cij(t) preference of overlay link eij at start time instant t
uij(t) bandwidth capacity of overlay link eij at time instant t

than those are using different ones. For instance, the c14(t) is

usually lower than c13(t). The graph describes that most data

is transferred to datacenters using the same ISP. At time instant

t=1, even there exists residual bandwidth from datacenter 1 to

datacenter 2, we would rather delay transfer residual data 59
units utill there exists residual bandwidth between datacenter

1 to datacenter 4 at t=2. One reason for transiting 4 units

data from datacenter 1 to datacenter 3 at t=0 is that if partial

cross-ISP links are not used, it will not be expected to finish

transmission in 3 time intervals.

Some key notations used through the paper are summarized

in Table I.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Based on our time-slotted model, the problem of keeping

inter-datacenter bulk data transfer ISP friendly while maximiz-

ing bandwidth utilization can be formally stated as: when we

decide to transmit a bulk data at time instant t, we need to

choose which link has adequate capacity to transfer given size

bulk data and do not generate inter-domain traffic. It means

that we not only need to choose a link which has maximum

bandwidth capacity, but also prefer to choose the link inter-

connecting source and destination datacenters using the same

ISP. Since we defined cij(t) as the preference of overlay link

eij , we can easily formulated the ISP friendly inter-datacenter

bulk data transfer problem as a minimum cost flow problem.

A. General store-and-forward Approach

Before presenting our D4D approach, we introduce the gen-

eral store-and-forward algorithm first. In the general method,

each link is viewed as equivalent from the perspective of

sending datacenter, the objective is to find a path which

has adequate capacity to load the available bulk data. So

in a general store-and-forward scheme, the problem can be

formulated as equation (1)-(5):

min z =
T−1∑
t=0

∑
eijεE

fij(t) (1)

s.t.
T−1∑
t=0

∑
e1jεE

f1j(t) = F (2)

∑
eijεE

fij(t− 1)− ∑
ejiεE

fji(t) = 0 (3)

T−1∑
t=0

∑
ejnεE

fjn(t) = F (4)

0 ≤ fij(t) ≤ uij(t), ∀{i, j}εE (5)

In this formulation, the objective is to find a optimal path to

transfer bulk data with volume of F units, such that links be

used as few as possible to improve efficiency. Equation (2)

shows the total sending data from source datacenter equal to

the volume of F. Equation (3) states the mass balance con-

straints at all datacenters except source and destination ones.

Equation (4) represents the total receiving data at destination

datacenter equal to the volume of F either. The last inequality

(5) shows each flow satisfies the edge capacities.

B. Our D4D Approach

However, as we mentioned before, the above approach

does not consider the inter-domain traffic. In order to be ISP

friendly and reduce the inter-domain traffic, we only need to

add a preference to each overlay links. Since we invariably

set the preference of links interconnecting with datacenters

using same ISP lower values than those using different ones.

Choosing a path with the least total preference value can

induce bulk data to be transferred via intermediate links which

interconnect datacenters using the same ISP preferentially. As

a result, the inter-domain traffic can be reduced dramatically.

We use expression (6) to replace (1):

min z =

T−1∑

t=0

∑

eijεE

cij(t) ∗ fij(t) (6)

To solve the minimum cost flow problem, we use a classic

cycle-canceling algorithm.

V. EVALUATION

We dedicate this section to investigate how D4D performs

on reducing inter-domain traffic compared to general store-

and-forward algorithm.

The evaluation of D4D is based on our several hundreds

lines of codes implemented in C++. We simulate a cloud in-

frastructure provider with 20 distributed datacenters, in which

12 are using ISP1, and the rest 8 are using ISP2. All the

datacenters and overlay links interconnecting them construct

a complete directed graph. The residual bandwidth of each

link is set to be uniformly random within [1,100] units. The

preference of each link is set manually, the preference of

overlay links interconnecting datacenters which are using the

same ISP are deliberately set lower values than those are using

different ones. In our evaluation, the formers are set to be

uniformly random within [1,10], and the remainders are set

to be uniformly random within [90,100]. The volume of bulk

data is set to start from 200 units, with 200 units incremental

steps till maximum feasible volume the network can carry. We

conduct our simulations 10 times, with maximum expected

time intervals T=3, 4, 5, 6 respectively. The evaluation of

the general store-and-forward is implemented with the same

parameters for comparisons.

We consider four different simulation settings with T=3,

4, 5, 6 respectively, which are shown in Fig. 2(a)-(d). As

maximum expected time grows increasingly, there’re more

nodes shown in the later figures. The reason is that with longer
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(a) T=3 (b) T=4 (c) T=5 (d) T=6

Fig. 2. Inter-domain traffic with T=3, 4, 5, 6 respectively

Fig. 3. Inter-domain traffic reduction

tolerant time, the source datacenter can send much more data.

The maximum volume of bulk data is gradually increasing

correspondingly. Each figure shows that the size of inter-

domain traffic generated by general store-and-forward and

D4D approaches. The results reveal that our D4D approach

outperforms general store-and-forward algorithm significantly.

When the volume of bulk data is not very large, the intra-

domain links can support all of the inter-datacenter traffic.

D4D approach can usually reduce inter-domain traffic to zero.

By contrast, the general store-and-forward approach chooses

links randomly. The inter-domain and intra-domain links are

used alternatively, causing inter-domain traffic increases near

linearly. However, with the growing of the volume, only using

intra-domain links can not transit bulk data in expected time

intervals, the inter-domain traffic generated by D4D approach

is going to increase. Despite this, our D4D method reduces

inter-domain traffic in a considerable volume even when the

volume of bulk data reaches the maximum value that the inter-

datacenter network can carry.

Fig. 3 summaries the results. In all settings, our D4D

approach decreases inter-domain traffic near linearly compared

to general store-and-forward approach until the intra-domain

links can not carry whole bulk data. With longer tolerate time,

data are more possibility to be transited using intra-domain

links. Because with larger T, even there do not exists a spare

intra-domain link currently, the data can be stored temporarily

until there exist a free intra-domain link in a later time. Our

D4D approach reaches the ISP-friendliness goal.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper describes D4D, an ISP friendly bulk data transfer

strategy for geo-distributed datacenters. We first present and

formulate the problem in Geo-distributed datacenters. And

then we propose an effective scheme named D4D which

can reduce the inter-domain traffic significantly. By solving

the problem with a time expanded cycle-canceling algorithm,

we compared our approach with general store-and-forward

approach in several different situation settings. The results

revealed that D4D outperformed general store-and-forward

approach on reducing inter-domain traffic.
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